Because Quality Wins

Inspiring trends
and ideas for
your bathroom
Look inside for ideas for your bathroom

HIMACS and the Dutch designer Marike Andeweg introduce four bathroom trends
to help you find the style that’s right for you. With her expertise and experience in
bathroom design and the best solid surface there is something for everyone.

For years, Dutch designer Marike Andeweg has
been considered one of the leading trendsetters
for bathroom concepts that meet the demands of
emotion and function in equal measure. Marike introduces us to some current trends. But first, she
explains what she finds so exciting about the bathroom as a living space.

“A bathroom should make you feel
at ease. My designs express comfort
and beauty.”

Marike Andeweg
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Marike Andeweg knows how to create exciting objects from subtle
colour tones and simple designs.

Sophisticated details, such as this drip grid, can be easily achieved
with HIMACS due to its practical properties.

A bathroom that fits perfectly is always the result
of good thought and professional planning.

HIMACS can be combined with other high-quality,
haptically pleasant materials.

Marike Andeweg has designed optimal bathroom
furniture for years, and has many practical ideas.
Marike describes the new role of the bathroom:
“Now that the kitchen is the new living room,
the time has come to give the bathroom the
attention it deserves. I would say awareness of When asked about the current trends in the baththe need of a well balanced bathroom, regardless room, Marike Andeweg believes sustainability is a
its size is a primary consideration.”
chief concern. So colours should be neutral to ensure longevity. “I suggest light colours such as offShe attributes the change in usage habits to the whites, light grey and beige. Generally speaking:
new role of the shower, which is now an essential people want a low-stimulus environment to start
component of the bathroom.
and end the day.“

“Besides being functional, flexible and
easy to maintain, products in the bathroom
have to be inviting to touch.”

Marike Andeweg
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The new copper Noon basin.

“I guess flowing water
just stimulates the flow
Marike Andeweg is a Dutch designer and
the founder of the bathroom label Not
Only White. She also designs for other
brands such as Design On Stock, Eyye
and Exsta.
After studying Industrial Design Engineering at
The Hague University of Applied Sciences, Marike
Andeweg started her career in 2002 as a product
developer at the Dutch furniture manufacturer
Pastoe. In 2003 she co-founded her first brand,
where she worked as a creative director for six
years. In 2010 she founded Not Only White, specialising in bathroom products for residential and
commercial projects. Her designs play with functionality and aesthetics and express a sense of
no-nonsense luxury.
Marike has won several international design prizes,
including the Red Dot Design Award, iF Design
Award and German Design Award. The long-standing creative partnership between Not Only White
and HIMACS has produced many successful design
pieces.

in my mind.”

Marike Andeweg

Marike relies on natural materials such as wood,
clay and linen, and has enjoyed working with HIMACS for many years: “The flexibility to design and
produce single unique pieces is great and the colour range of HIMACS is extensive which gives me
as a designer a tool to be original and set the right
mood. HIMACS is perfect for use in the home.”
HIMACS allows her to create seamless connections
and with that the illusion of infinity. And since the
bathroom is a space where you have to feel at ease
the velvety touch of HIMACS contributes to the feeling of well-being.

Marike sums up her bathroom design experience:
1. Observe your family’s daily bathroom routines and
make sure all requirements are met before you start
your project.
2. Add a layer of tactility in the material used.
3. Invest in a good lighting plan. Dimmable lights are
great for early mornings.
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What design trends inspire
the bathroom of today
Say hello to nature
in your home!

Make every day feel
like a holiday!

Create a space that
positively stimulates
your emotions!

Opt for relaxation
and concentrate
on the essentials!

Blurring Borders

Barefoot Luxury

Japandi

Emotional Shades

Life without limits. Indoors or outdoors. In harmony with nature.
Mix old and new with high-quality
materials.

Consciously choosing to live
simply and well leads to high
quality. Less is more.

Japan meets Scandinavia.
Simple forms, clear philosophy,
calm and warmth.

Our minds need brightness and
light. And the essentials: simplicity,
function and tradition.
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Wall and shelf
made of HIMACS
Terrazzo Grigio

Basin and shelf
made of HIMACS
Santa Ana

Shower tray
made of HIMACS
Alpine White

Stool made of
HIMACS Maui

Click here and
discover the inspiring
bathroom trend

Blurring Borders –
breath unlimited
freedom in your life
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Wall made
of HIMACS
Terrazzo Grigio

“Warm grey” tones in various shades of brightness, with a
distinctive look and texture, dominate this trend. Concrete
and natural stone colours can be combined with warm wood
tones, e.g. natural oak. Suitable shades from the HIMACS
collection are Santa Ana, Terrazzo Grigio, Alpine White or Maui.

Basin and shelf
made of HIMACS
Santa Ana

Open. Natural. Traditional.
All rooms in the home are morphing into multiple use spaces.
So the bathroom is no longer simply a bathroom, it is taking
over roles that were assigned to living rooms and bedrooms.
A sanctuary that requires forms and materials to provide homeliness without compromising the original function.
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The human urge for freedom and innovation can be
achieved with beautiful furniture and the right materials –
alongside an innovative design team.

HIMACS means the entire wall covering is a seamless, waterproof structure

The striking texture of the Terrazzo Grigio colour is reminiscent
of Italian terrazzo: the shelf is also made with HIMACS which is
totally waterproof – perfect in a bathroom.

Even sharp edges feel smooth
A vast HIMACS basin as one entity

With HIMACS, even the most individual ideas
can be achieved, as with this angular basin
and shelf.

Design elements like this bathroom stool can easily be made from HIMACS. The
pleasant surface of the material can be machined so that even precise, sharpedged design is pleasant to the touch.
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Barefoot Luxury –
A natural feel that touches the soul
Wall and shelf
made of HIMACS
Chrystal Beige

Shutters
made of
HIMACS
Sanremo

Sink made of
HIMACS Mocha
Granite

Bath made
of HIMACS
Ivory White
Click here and
discover the inspiring
bathroom trend

Shelf made of
HIMACS Mocha
Granite
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Simple. Tactile. Authentic.
The feeling of being able to move freely and without
constraint is the focus here. It’s like taking off your shoes
and enjoying life barefoot. The quality of surfaces and
materials becomes all important.
Shutters
made of
HIMACS
Sanremo

Naturalness and warmth
also determine the ambiance
here. Colours from the HIMACS
collection, such as Mocha Granite,
Crystal Beige, Ivory White or
Sanremo, work perfectly.

Sink made of
HIMACS Mocha
Granite
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It is a great art to develop a relaxed atmosphere and to
give it spatial expression. As soon as we enter this
concrete room we feel we have succeeded inconveying
a light, positive attitude to life.

HIMACS – uncomplicated chic
details with high utility value

Bathrooms need furniture and elements that support practicality with
design. Thanks to the non-porous
surface, objects made of HIMACS are
beautiful and tactile, but also hygienic
and easy to clean.

Hygienic and individual:
diagonally positioned
shower panels

This permeable shower enclosure is aligned at an angle towards the shower. The floorto-ceiling panels prevent the
bathroom from being splashed
with water. At the same time,
they provide airiness and a
generous feeling of space. The
long slats are also hygienic
and easy to clean with a damp
cloth.

Achieve any design-idea with HIMACS

It is often the well thought-out details that are most valuable. Almost
any idea can be planned and achieved with HIMACS. This long, seamlessly integrated shelf in the shower wall is one example.
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Wall made of HIMACS
Diamond White

Basin made of
HIMACS Diamond
White

Japandi –
Life finds its
sensual
place here

Click here and
discover the inspiring
bathroom trend
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Modest. Contrasting. Crafted.
In a world full of distractions and turmoil, calm and
focus in the bathroom are becoming more and more
important. That is the core of the Japandi trend.

Wall made of HIMACS
Diamond White

Basin made of
HIMACS Diamond
White

The calming effect of the Japandi trend
can be achieved with restrained, yet
warm colour tones: contrasts in brightness and structure are ideal. Shades of
the HIMACS collection that can be used
include Terni, Diamond White, Chic
Concrete or Ebony Concrete.
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It is no coincidence that many of the design and style elements
from the Japanese and Scandinavian architecture harmonise so
perfectly with each other. In both cultures, rooms that radiate
peace and and relaxation are highly valued.

A seamless sink in the
bathroom is extremely
practical

The transition from the worktop
to the basin has no visible join,
the result is a flowing unit that is
also very easy to maintain.

HIMACS is the
material for many
beautiful details

The concave wall cladding
looks like tiles, thanks to
milled grooves.

The round washbasin
made of HIMACS can
be integrated into
thewashbasin with
novisible join

HIMACS can be molded
to create wonderfully
soft flowing shapes

It can be thermoformed to
achieve these style-defining soft
lines.
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Emotional Shades –
Serenity is essential
Shower wall made
of HIMACS Aurora
Bianco

Washbasin made
of HIMACS
Lunar Sand

Stool made of
HIMACS Cloud
Concrete

Bath made of
HIMACS Arctic
White

Luminous base
made of HIMACS
Opal

Click here and
discover the inspiring
bathroom trend
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Essential. Functional. Light-filled.
With expert advise from a
designer an emotional world
can be easily achieved.

Washbasin made
of HIMACS
Lunar Sand

This light-filled bathroom
has soft tones, combined with
discreet lighting to give a
positive ambiance. Shades from
the HIMACS collection include
Urban Concrete, Arctic White,
Opal, Cloud Concrete, Aurora
Bianca and Lunar Sand.
Luminous base
made of HIMACS
Opal
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The central piece of furniture in this
dream bathroom radiates lightness and
also lends the room serenity.
The artistic use of light is one of
the strengths of HIMACS

HIMACS enables the perfect combination:
square basin in rounded washbasin

Light is a decisive factor when it comes to our
well-being. HIMACS has a slight translucency
due to its material composition. Some shades
are even more translucent and so are ideal
when backlighting is desired.

The contrast of the contours makes the design exciting and beautiful.
The basin has been fitted without any joins, making it super-hygienic
and easy to maintain.

The material for
generous storage areas
with a super-soft feel

This washbasin offers spacious
storage zones. HIMACS is “soft to
the touch” on the one hand, and
extremely robust and durable
on the other, making it the perfect material.
Rectangular basin CB6033 is
made of HIMACS and offers
plenty of space
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Current trends need
matching colours and a
wide product range –
HIMACS offers exactly that
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The most important colours to set
the scene for the new trends

Blurring Borders
Santa Ana

Barefoot Luxury
Mocha Granite

Japandi
Terni

Emotional Shades
Cloud Concrete

Urban Concrete

Alpine White

Crystal Beige

Diamond White
Lunar Sand

Terrazzo Grigio

Ivory White

Chic Concrete

Aurora Bianco

Arctic White

Maui

Sanremo

Ebony Concrete
Opal
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HIMACS’ range of colours has been developed over the
years and through collaboration with top class designers
and architects, and is constantly updated to reflect new
trends and needs. Special care is always taken to ensure
that the colours combine well with each other and with
other high-quality interior materials.

Marmo & Aurora
The Marmo colour spectrum is characterised by restrained, yet warm colours and harmonises particularly
well with the Japandi trend. The interplay between brightness and structure gives rise to calm and relaxation.

The selection of colours for the bathroom that you will
find here are divided into design collections.
Aurora Linen
Cream
M623

Aurora Cocoa
M624

Aurora Butter
Cream
M627

Aurora Ecru
M701

Aurora Frost
M702

Aurora Canyon
M705

Aurora Angora
M708

Aurora Magnolia
M707

Aurora Sable
M708

Aurora Calacatta
Luna
M801

Aurora Torano
M601

Aurora Bisque
M612

Aurora Blanc
M617

Aurora Cotton
M615

Pavia
M603

Aurora Bianco
M606

Aurora Grey
M608

Edessa
M501

Ispani
M428

Bellizzi
M427

Terni
M201

Naples
M904

Aurora Umber
M614

Aurora Terra
M625

Aurora Midnight
M703

Sanremo
M605
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Volcanics

Granite, Quartz, Sand & Pearl

Volcanics includes different shades of grey lightness, as well as concrete and
natural stone colours. In combination with the Blurring Borders trend, they
let you experience the home in a new way and overcome boundaries.

The different materials are primarily determined by a natural, warm colour climate.
In line with the Barefoot Luxury trend, they allow thinking beyond the standard.

Gemini
VW01

Cotton Field
G180

Windy Hill
G181

Highland
G183

Arctic Granite
G034

White Quartz
G004

Sea Oat Quartz
G038

Beach Sand
G048

Peanut Butter
G100

Grey Sand
G002

Platinum Granite Allspice Quartz
G007
G063

Minimum 14%
Recycled Content

Tambora
VE01

Minimum 16%
Recycled Content

Santa Ana
VA01

Minimum 13%
Recycled Content

Frosty
VA22

Maui
VG21

Minimum 14%
Recycled Content

Minimum 13%
Recycled Content

Minimum 12%
Recycled Content

Lunar Sand
G108

Crystal Beige
G101

Tapioca Pearl
G050

Mocha Granite
G074

Black Sand
G009

Pebble Pearl
G107

Solids
Solids draws a colour world of bright, radiant and at the same time soft tones. The harmony
with the Emotional Shade trend creates a feeling of lightness. Hygienic. Simple. Elegant.

Concrete Collection
Alpine White
S028

Diamond White
S034

Arctic White
S006

Ivory White
S029

Satin White
S001

Cream
S009

In keeping with the Emotional Shade trend, the
Concrete Collection flatters contour contrasts in
particular and impresses with its simple appearance.

Almond
S002

Nougat Cream
S201

Grey
S005

Suede
S121

Babylon Beige
S102

Sky Blue
S203

Snow Concrete
G556

Cloud Concrete
G557

Urban Concrete
G554

Chic Concrete
M551

Steel Concrete
G555

Shadow Concrete Ebony Concrete
M552
M551
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Terrazzo

Strato

The Terrazzo colours are
reminiscent of an Italian
Terrazzo. Perfect for a
statement piece to make
an impact.

Strato’s warm natural tones welcome a sense of freedom and
innovation and can be combined in many ways.

 armo is a randomly veined product, specific
M
fabrication guidelines need to be followed.
Ask your sales partner for more information,
and see more details at himacs.eu.
 olours with this mark have a semi-translucent
C
effect, evident when combined with light sources.
Certified to contain pre-consumer recycled content.

Terrazzo Classico
Q001

Design Collection by Marcel Wanders.

Terrazzo Grigio
Q002

Stato Cloud
Z001

Aster
The elegant Aster shades
allow for individual design in
all dimensions and let even
hands glide gently over a
sharp-edged design.

Strato Wind
Z003

Lucent

Click here and discover
our complete colour range
on himacs.eu

The translucent shades accentuates soft
highlights in Emotional Shades.

Andromeda
T017

Nebula
T010

T
 he basic HIMACS material is identical for every colour
but it is important to note that darker and more heavily
pigmented colours will show dust, scratches, haziness,
marks left by hard water and other ordinary wear and
tear more noticeably than lighter textured colours.
Therefore colours marked with a are less suitable for
applications that are exposed to extensive surface
contact such as worktops located in heavy traffic area.

Venus
T011

Lucia
The subtle tones of the
Lucia colour spectrum make
almost any idea a reality
and invite informality and
freedom.

Opal
S302

Sapphire
S303

Ruby
S304

Emerald
S305

Two colours
designed by
Marcel Wanders

Ice Queen
W001

Shadow Queen
W003
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HIMACS Basins (flush-mounted installation)
Rectangular or oval, deep or shallow basins, small bathrooms or comprehensive solutions. The HIMACS range offers
numerous options for different taste and space requirements. These basins are designed for flush-mounted installation:
no visible joins and an installation that is easy to maintain for highest hygienic standards.

CB320

Ø 370 mm

CB400

Ø 450 mm

CB465

505 x 411 mm

CB422

462 x 376 mm

HIMACS Basins (top-mount installation)
These basins are HIMACS answer to the trend for linear designs. All five basins were
exclusively designed as top-mounted bowls: as if the basins sit on the washbasin.
The narrow radius of the two rectangular models creates exceptionally spacious basins
for a particularly generous feeling of space.

500 x 320 mm

CB4033 400 x 330 mm

CB4232 420 x 320 mm

CB5033 500 x 330 mm

CB6033 600 x 330 mm

CB6232 320 x 320 mm

CB402

400 x 280 mm

CB502

500 x 280 mm

CB330S 370 x 370 mm

CB540R 580 x 370 mm

CB602

CB523

CB483

480 x 320 mm

CB753

750 x 320 mm

CB3835 380 x 355 mm

CB5235 520 x 355 mm

CB503

600 x 280 mm

520 x 320 mm

CB330C Ø 370 mm
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Click here and discover our
complete basins, baths and shower
trays range on himacs.eu

HIMACS washbasins, baths
and shower trays are available
in Alpine White S028.
Warranty: 15 years on all precast
HIMACS basins, sinks, baby bath,
baths and shower trays.

Alpine White
S028

HIMACS Bathtubs

HIMACS Shower Trays

A HIMACS bathtub brings the perfect warm, silky smooth feel to your bathroom.
Thanks to the integrated installation the bathtubs are installed with no visible joins
and are easy to maintain for highest hygienic standards.

HIMACS shower trays benefit from the soft touch and feel and are incredibly
easy to clean and totally hygienic. The three classically simple models can be
perfectly integrated into all displayed design trends.

CBT-160-65 1650 x 700 mm

CST-90-120M* 1200 x 900 mm

CBT-170-70 1750 x 750 mm

CST-90-120S** 1200 x 900 mm

CST-90-90S** 900 x 888 mm
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HIMACS. Because Quality Wins.

European Headquarters:
LX Hausys Europe GmbH
Lyoner Str. 15
60528 Frankfurt
Germany
info@himacs.eu

himacs.eu

HIMACS is a registered trademark of LX Hausys. All other trademarks and product names are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective rights owners. The information contained in this brochure is intended to be for information
only and can be amended at any time without prior notification. ©2022. LX Hausys Europe GmbH. All rights reserved.

LX Hausys Europe GmbH . joussenkarliczek.de

Please contact us for
further information.

